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Kolmogorov widths of the intersection of two
finite-dimensional balls
A.A. Vasil’eva
In this paper we study the problem on estimating the Kolmogorov widths of the
set Bmp0 ∩ νB
m
p1
in lmq .
First we recall some definitions.
Let X be a normed space, and let M ⊂ X , n ∈ Z+. The Kolmogorov n-width
of the set M in the space X is defined as
dn(M, X) = inf
L∈Ln(X)
sup
x∈M
inf
y∈L
‖x− y‖;
here Ln(X) is the family of subspaces in X of dimension at most n.
Let 1 6 p <∞. We denote by lmp the linear space R
m with the norm
‖(x1, . . . , xm)‖lmp =
(
m∑
j=1
|xj |
p
)1/p
;
by Bmp we denote the unit ball in l
m
p . For p =∞ the norm is defined as
‖(x1, . . . , xm)‖lm
∞
= max{|x1|, . . . , |xm|}.
The problem on estimating the widths dn(B
m
p , l
m
q ) was studied by A. Pietsch,
M.I. Stesin, B.S. Kashin, E.D. Gluskin, A.Yu. Garnaev (see, e.g., [1–7]). Here we use
and formulate these results for some particular cases. First we introduce notation for
order equalities and inequalities. Let X , Y be sets, f1, f2 : X ×Y → R+. We write
f1(x, y) .
y
f2(x, y) (or f2(x, y) &
y
f1(x, y)) if for each y ∈ Y there is c(y) > 0 such
that f1(x, y) 6 c(y)f2(x, y) for all x ∈ X ; f1(x, y) ≍
y
f2(x, y) if f1(x, y) .
y
f2(x, y)
and f2(x, y) .
y
f1(x, y).
Theorem A. [6] Let 1 6 p 6 q <∞, 0 6 n 6 m/2.
1. Let 1 6 q 6 2. Then dn(B
m
p , l
m
q ) ≍
p,q
1.
2. Let 2 < q <∞, λpq = min
{
1, 1/p−1/q
1/2−1/q
}
. Then
dn(B
m
p , l
m
q ) ≍
p,q
min{1, n−1/2m1/q}λpq .
1
Theorem B. [3, 4]. Let 1 6 q 6 p 6∞, 0 6 n 6 m. Then
dn(B
m
p , l
m
q ) = (m− n)
1/q−1/p.
The problem on estimating the Kolmogorov widths of intersections of finite-
dimensional balls naturally appears when estimating the Kolmogorov widths of in-
tersections of function classes (see, e.g., [8–10]). Notice that in [8] the intersection
of the arbitrary family of balls was considered, but the order estimate for the widths
was obtained only for m = 2n. In [10] the problem on estimating the Kolmogorov
widths of some function classes in a weighted Lq-space was studied; these classes
were defined by constraints on the weighted Lp1-norm of the highest-order deriva-
tives and on the weighted Lp0-norm of the functions. The lower estimates for the
widths were reduced to estimating the widths of Bm∞ and B
m
1 in l
m
q ; the upper es-
timates were reduced to estimating the widths of Bmp0, B
m
p1
, Bm2 and B
m
q (here the
particular case of Theorem 2 from [8] was applied). The problem on estimating the
widths of Bmp0 ∩ νB
m
p1
was not studied in [10].
Let 1 6 p1 < p0 6 ∞. First we notice that B
m
p0
∩ νBmp1 = νB
m
p1
for ν 6 1,
and Bmp0 ∩ νB
m
p1
= Bmp0 for ν > m
1/p1−1/p0 . Hence, it suffices to consider the case
1 < ν < m1/p1−1/p0. Further, Bmp1 ⊂ B
m
p0
∩νBmp1 ⊂ B
m
p0
for ν > 1. Therefore, Theorem
A implies that for n 6 m/2
dn(B
m
p0
∩ νBmp1 , l
m
q ) ≍
p,q
1 if 1 6 p1 6 p0 6 q 6 2,
dn(B
m
p0
∩ νBmp1 , l
m
q ) ≍
p,q
min{1, n−1/2m1/q} if 1 6 p1 6 p0 6 2 < q <∞.
Now, we estimate the Kolmogorov widths for other cases. Notice that it suffices to
consider ν = k1/p1−1/p0 , k = 1, . . . , m.
Theorem 1. Let p0 > p1, m ∈ N, n ∈ Z+, n 6 m/2, 1 6 k 6 m, ν = k
1/p1−1/p0.
1. Let 1 6 p1 < 2 < p0 < q <∞. Then
dn(B
m
p0
∩ νBmp1, l
m
q ) ≍
p0,p1,q


1, for n 6 m2/q,
(n−1/2m1/q)
1/p0−1/q
1/2−1/q , for m
2
q 6 n 6 k1−
2
qm
2
q ,
k
1
2
−
1
p0 n−
1
2m
1
q , for k1−
2
qm
2
q 6 n 6 m/2.
2. Let 2 6 p1 < p0 < q <∞. Then
dn(B
m
p0
∩νBmp1 , l
m
q ) ≍
p0,p1,q


1, for n 6 m2/q,
(n−1/2m1/q)
1/p0−1/q
1/2−1/q , for m
2
q 6 n 6 k1−
2
qm
2
q ,
k
1
p1
−
1
p0
(
n−
1
2m
1
q
) 1/p1−1/q
1/2−1/q
, for k1−
2
qm
2
q 6 n 6 m/2.
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3. Let 2 6 p1 6 q 6 p0. Then
dn(B
m
p0∩νB
m
p1 , l
m
q ) ≍
p0,p1,q


k
1
q
−
1
p0 , for n 6 k1−
2
qm
2
q ,
k
1
p1
−
1
p0
(
n−
1
2m
1
q
) 1/p1−1/q
1/2−1/q
, for k1−
2
qm
2
q 6 n 6 m/2.
4. Let 1 6 p1 < 2 < q 6 p0. Then
dn(B
m
p0 ∩ νB
m
p1 , l
m
q ) ≍
p0,p1,q
{
k
1
q
−
1
p0 , for n 6 k1−
2
qm
2
q ,
k
1
2
−
1
p0 n−
1
2m
1
q , for k1−
2
qm
2
q 6 n 6 m/2.
5. Let q 6 2, 1 6 p1 < q < p0. Then
dn(B
m
p0
∩ νBmp1, l
m
q ) ≍
p0,p1,q
k
1
q
−
1
p0 .
6. Let 1 6 q 6 p1 < p0 6∞. Then
dn(B
m
p0
∩ νBmp1, l
m
q ) ≍
p0,p1,q
k1/p1−1/p0m1/q−1/p1 .
Given k ∈ {1, . . . , m}, we denote xˆj = 1 for 1 6 j 6 k, xˆj = 0 for k+1 6 j 6 m,
Vk = conv {(ε1xˆσ(1), . . . , εmxˆσ(m)) : εj = ±1, 1 6 j 6 m, σ ∈ Sm};
here Sm is the permutation group on m elements. Notice that V1 = B
m
1 , Vm = B
m
∞.
We need the following E.D. Gluskin’s results.
Theorem C. [5] There is a non-increasing function a(·) : [2, ∞)→ (0, 1] with the
following property: if q > 2, 1 6 k 6 m, n 6 a(q)m
2
q k1−
2
q , then
dn(Vk, l
m
q ) &
q
k1/q. (1)
Also notice that arguing as in [5] for q = 2 we obtain the inequality
dn(Vk, l
m
q ) > min
x∈R
(
k − 2
√
kn
m
x+ x2
)1/2
= k1/2
(
1−
n
m
)1/2
. (2)
Theorem D. [11] Let 1 < q 6 2, n 6 m/2. Then dn(Vk, l
m
q ) &
q
k1/q.
Proof of Theorem 1. For p1 6 q 6 p0 we define λ ∈ (0, 1) by the equation
1
q
= 1−λ
p1
+ λ
p0
. Then
Bmp0 ∩ νB
m
p1
⊂ ν1−λBmq = k
1
q
−
1
p0Bmq . (3)
3
It follows from Ho¨lder’s inequality; it is also the particular case of Theorem 2 from [8].
If p1 6 2 6 p0, we define λ˜ ∈ (0, 1) by the equation
1
2
= 1−λ˜
p1
+ λ˜
p0
; we similarly
obtain
Bmp0 ∩ νB
m
p1 ⊂ ν
1−λ˜Bm2 = k
1
2
−
1
p0Bm2 . (4)
Let us prove the upper estimates for the Kolmogorov widths. In cases 1 and
2 for n 6 k1−
2
qm
2
q we use the inclusion Bmp0 ∩ νB
m
p1
⊂ Bmp0. In cases 3 and 4 for
n 6 k1−
2
qm
2
q we apply (3); the same inclusion we use in case 5 for n 6 m/2.
In cases 1 and 4 for n > k1−
2
qm
2
q we apply (4). In cases 2 and 3 for n > k1−
2
qm
2
q
we use the inclusion Bmp0 ∩ νB
m
p1
⊂ νBmp1 , as well as in case 6 for n 6 m/2.
It remains to apply Theorems A and B.
Now we obtain the lower estimate. Notice that
k
−
1
p0 Vk ⊂ B
m
p0
∩ νBmp1 , (5)
k1/p1−1/p0m−1/p1Bm∞ ⊂ B
m
p0
∩ νBmp1 . (6)
First we consider q > 2. Let a(·) ∈ (0, 1] be as in Theorem C.
If a(q)k1−
2
qm
2
q 6 n 6 a(q)m, there is a number q˜ ∈ [2, q] such that
n = a(q)k1−
2
q˜m
2
q˜ 6 a(q˜)k1−
2
q˜m
2
q˜ .
Then
dn(B
m
p0
∩ νBmp1 , l
m
q )
(5)
> k
−
1
p0 dn(Vk, l
m
q )
(1)
&
q
k
1
q˜
−
1
p0 ·m
1
q
−
1
q˜ ≍
q
k
1
2
−
1
p0 n−
1
2m
1
q .
If a(q)m 6 n 6 m/2, we have
dn(B
m
p0
∩ νBmp1 , l
m
q )
(5)
> k
−
1
p0 dn(Vk, l
m
q ) > k
−
1
p0m
1
q
−
1
2dn(Vk, l
m
2 )
(2)
&
p0,p1,q
k
1
2
−
1
p0m
1
q
−
1
2 .
Hence, we obtain the lower estimate for a(q)k1−
2
qm
2
q 6 n 6 m/2 in cases 1 and 4.
Now we set k˜ =
⌈
(a(q)1/2n−1/2m1/q)
1
1/q−1/2
⌉
. If a(q)k1−
2
qm
2
q 6 n 6 a(q)m,
we have k 6 k˜ 6 m; this yields the inequality νk˜1/p0−1/p1 6 1 and the inclusion
νk˜−1/p1Vk˜ ⊂ B
m
p0
∩ νBmp1 . Since n 6 a(q)k˜
1− 2
qm
2
q ,
dn(B
m
p0
∩νBmp1 , l
m
q ) > dn(νk˜
−1/p1Vk˜, l
m
q )
(1)
&
q
νk˜1/q−1/p1 ≍
p0,p1,q
k
1
p1
−
1
p0 (n−1/2m1/q)
1/p1−1/q
1/2−1/q .
If a(q)m 6 n 6 m/2, we use (6) and get
dn(B
m
p0
∩ νBmp1 , l
m
q ) > k
1/p1−1/p0m−1/p1dn(B
m
∞, l
m
q ) &
p0,p1,q
k1/p1−1/p0m1/q−1/p1
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by Theorem B. Hence, we obtain the lower estimate for a(q)k1−
2
qm
2
q 6 n 6 m/2 in
cases 2 and 3.
Now we consider the case n 6 a(q)k1−
2
qm
2
q .
Let k˜ =
⌈
(a(q)1/2n−1/2m1/q)
1
1/q−1/2
⌉
. Then k˜ 6 k; i.e., k˜1/p1−1/p0 6 ν. This yields
the inclusion k˜−1/p0Vk˜ ⊂ B
m
p0
∩ νBmp1 . In addition, n 6 a(q)k˜
1− 2
qm
2
q . Therefore,
dn(B
m
p0
∩ νBmp1 , l
m
q ) > dn(k˜
−1/p0Vk˜, l
m
q )
(1)
&
q
k˜1/q−1/p0 ≍
p0,p1,q
min(1, n−1/2m1/q)
1/p0−1/q
1/2−1/q .
Hence, we obtain the lower estimate in cases 1, 2.
Further,
dn(B
m
p0
∩ νBmp1 , l
m
q )
(5)
> dn(k
−1/p0Vk, l
m
q )
(1)
&
q
k1/q−1/p0 .
This yields the lower estimate in cases 3, 4.
For q 6 2, p0 > q > p1 > 1 the inequality dn(B
m
p0
∩ νBmp1 , l
m
q ) &
q
k1/q−1/p0 follows
from (5) and Theorem D.
For 1 6 q 6 p1 < p0 6 ∞ we apply the inclusion (6) together with Theorem
B.
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